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Abstract
We present in these notes two methods to derive the hydrodynamic
equation of conservative interacting particle systems. The intention is
to present the main ideas in the simplest possible context and refer
to [5] for details and references.
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Independent Random Walks
Equilibrium States

In this chapter we investigate in detail the case of indistinguishable particles
moving as discrete time independent random walks. Denote by Z the set
of integers and by Z d the d-dimensional lattice. For a positive integer N,
denote by TN the torus with N points: TN = Z/iVZ and let T ^ = {TN)d.
The points of T^-, called sites, are represented by the last characters of the
alphabet (x, y and z).
To describe the evolution of the system, we begin by distinguishing all
particles. Let K denote the total number of particles at time 0 and let
XI,...,XK
denote their initial positions. Particles evolve as independent
translation invariant discrete time random walks on the torus. Fix a translation invariant transition probability p(x, y) on Z d : p(x, y) = p(0, y — x) =:
p(y — x) for some probability p(-) on Z d , called the elementary transition
probability of the system.
Let pt{x, y) represent the probability of being at time t on site y for a discrete time random walk with elementary transition probability p(-) starting
from x. pt{-, •) inherits the translation invariance property from p(-, •):

Pt(x,y) =pt(0,y-x)

=:pt{y-x).

We are now in a position to describe the motion of each particle. Denote
by {Zf, 1 < i < K} K independent copies of a discrete time random walk
with elementary transition probability p(-) and initially at the origin. For
1 < i < K, let X\ represent the position at time t of the i-th. particle. We
set
X\ = Xi + Z\ mod N .
Since particles are considered indistinguishable, we are not interested
in the individual position of each particle but only in the total number of
particles at each site. In particular, the state space of the system, also called
configuration space, is N T «. Configurations are denoted by Greek letters
•q, £ and (. In this way, for a site x of T ^ , r](x) represents the number of
particles at site x for the configuration rj. Therefore, if the initial positions
are xi,..., XK, for every x G T ^ :
K
8=1

Inversely, given {r)(x); x G T ^ } , to define the evolution of the system, we can
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first label all particles and then let them evolve according to the stochastic
dynamics described above.
Clearly, if we denote by r\t the configuration at time t, we have
K

TH{x) =

^l{Xt=x}.

t=i

The process (r]t)t>0 inherits the Markov property from the random walks
{XI, 1 < i < K} because all particles have the same elementary transition
probability and they do not interact with each other.
The first question raised in the study of Markov processes is the characterization of all invariant measures. Since the state space is finite and
since the total number of particles is the unique quantity conserved by the
dynamics, for every positive integer K representing the total number of
particles, there is only one invariant measure, as long as the support of the
elementary transition probability p( •) generates Zd. The Poisson measures
will, however, play a central role.
Recall that a Poisson distribution of parameter a > 0 is the probability
measure {pa,k = Pki k > 1} on N given by
Pk

= e~a^,

kEN,

and its Laplace transform is equal to
OO

a

fc

Xk

= e~aeae~X = exp a{e~x - 1)

e~ ^2e- ^r
k=o

k

-

for all positive A.
For a fixed positive function p: T^ —>• M+, we call Poisson measure on
T^ associated to the function p a probability on the configuration space
NT«, denoted by V^A, having the following two properties. Under v^.y the
random variables {r](x), x G T^} representing the number of particles at
each site are independent and, for every fixed site x G T^, r](x) is distributed
according to a Poisson distribution of parameter p(x). In the case where the
function p is constant equal to a, we denote v^,-*. just by v£• Throughout
these note, expectation with respect to a measure v will be denoted by Ev.
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The measure i/jL is characterized by its multidimensional Laplace transform:

for all positive sequences {X(x); x G T^} (cf. [3], Chap. VII).
The first result consists in proving that the Poisson measures associated to constant functions are invariant for a system of independent random
walks.
Proposition 1.1 If particles are initially distributed according to a Poisson
measure associated to a constant function equal to a then the distribution at
time t is exactly the same Poisson measure.
Proof: Denote by ¥UN the probability measure on the path space OJV =
T
HTJV x N « x • • • induced by the independent random walks dynamics and
the initial measure v£. Expectation with respect to FUN is denoted by E^JV .
Notice the difference between EUN and E^JV . The first expectation is an
expectation with respect to the probability measure v£ defined on N T «,
while the second is an expectation with respect to the probability measure
Pj,iv defined on the path space Ojy. In particular, E^JV [F(»jo)] = EvN[F{rjj\
for all bounded continuous function F on H1".
Since a probability measure on N T « is characterized by its multidimensional Laplace transform, we are naturally led to compute the expectation

\(x)rit(xj\
for all positive sequences {A(a;); x G T ^ } . For a site y in T^, we will denote
by Xf' the position at time t of the k-th. particle initially at y. In this way,
the number of particles at site x at time t is equal to

=E E
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Prom this formula and inverting the order of summations we obtain the
identity
vo(y)

E \{x)m{X)= Y, E
Since each particle evolves independently and the total number of particles at each site at time 0 is distributed according to a Poisson distribution
of parameter a,

- E *(*) *(*)] = n v [exp {- E
xeT%

yeT

= nJ / M
')] - l ) } ,
where Xt is the position at time t of a random walk on the torus T^ starting
from the origin and with transition probability pf{ •) defined by

for x and y in T^. Since

inverting the order of summation, we obtain that

\(x)rtt(x)} = exp
D

Remark 1.2 5mce the total number of particles ^2xeTd r)(x) is conserved by
the stochastic dynamics it might seem more natural to consider as reference
probability measures the extremal invariant measures that are concentrated
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on the "hyper-planes" of all configurations with a fixed total number of particles. These measures are given by

Besides the fact that they enable easier computations, the Poisson distributions present other intrinsic advantages that will be seen in the forthcoming sections.
Notice that only one quantity is conserved by the dynamics: the total
number of particles. On the other hand, Poisson distributions are such that
their expectation is equal to
e~a^-k = a.
k\
k>0

The Poisson measures are in this way naturally parametrized by the density
of particles. Furthermore, by the weak law of large numbers, if the number
of sites of the set T^ is denoted by |T^|,
lim -—3— > n(x) = a
in probability with respect to v% • The parameter a describes therefore the
"mean" density of particles in a "large" box.
In conclusion, we obtained above in Proposition (1.1) a one-parameter
family of invariant and translation invariant measures indexed by the density
of particles, which is the unique quantity conserved by the time evolution.
1.2

Local Equilibrium

We said that the passage from microscopic to macroscopic would be done
performing a limit in which the distance between particles converges to zero.
This point does not present any difficulty in formalization. We just have to
consider the torus T^ as embedded in the d-dimensional torus Td = [0, l) d ,
that is, taking the lattice Td with "vertices" x/N, x G T^. In this way the
distances between molecules is 1/N and tends to zero as N f oo.
We shall refer to Td as the macroscopic space and to T^ as the microscopic space. In this way each macroscopic point u in Td is associated to a
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microscopic site x = [uN] in T ^ and, reciprocally, each site x is associated
to a macroscopic point x/N in T d . Here and below, for a d-dimensional real
r = ( r i , . . . , r^), [r] denotes the integer part of r: [r] = ([r{\,..., [r^]).
On the other hand, since we have a one-parameter family of invariant measures, one way to describe a local equilibrium with density profile
po: T d —>• 1R+ is the following. We distribute particles according to a Poisson
measure with slowly varying parameter on T^, that is, for each positive N
we fix the parameter of the Poisson distribution at site x to be equal to
po(x/N). Since this type of measure will appear frequently in these notes,
we introduce the following terminology.
Definition 1.3 For each smooth function po'-Y1 —* ^+> we represent by
vN, >
• the measure on the state space STd = N T « having the following two
properties. Under vN, >
• the variables {r)(x); x G T^} are independent and,
for a site x G Tff, r)(x) is distributed according to a Poisson distribution of
parameter po(x/N):

for all x in T ^ and k in N.
We have thus associated to each profile po : T d —)• M+ and each positive
integer N a Poisson measure on the torus T^.
As the parameter N increases to infinity, the discrete torus T ^ tends to
the full lattice Z d . We can also define a Poisson measure on the space of
configurations over Z d . For each a > 0 we will denote by va the probability
on 1^ that makes the variables {r](x); x G Z d } independent and under
which, for every x in Z d , r](x) is distributed according to a Poisson law of
parameter a.
With the definition we have given of v^i.\, and since po : Y1 -*• M+ is
assumed to be smooth, as N f oo and we look "close" to a point u G T d - that
is "around" x = [Nu] - we observe a Poisson measure of parameter (almost)
constant equal to po(u). In fact, since the function po(-) is smooth, for every
positive integer i and for every positive family of parameters {X(x); \x\ < i},
lim EvN

r e -£ w <,A(*MNv ] + a ; )l

= E

v

In this formula and throughout these notes, for u = ( u i , . . . ,u^) in R d , ||u||
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denotes the Euclidean norm of u and lul the max norm:

|u||2 =

^

uf ,

\u\ = max

In this sense the sequence v^i.\ describes an example of local equilibrium.
This definition of product measure with slowly varying parameter is of course
too restrictive. We refer to [5] for some generalization.
In the configuration space N1"^, endowed with its natural discrete topology, we denote by {TX, X G T^} the group of translations. Thus, for a site
x, Txr] is the configuration that, at site y, has rj(x + y) particles:

{Txrfiy) = viy + x),

yt^ff-

The action of the translation group extends in a natural way to the space
of functions and to the space of probability measures on NTjv. In fact, for a
site x and a probability measure n, (TX[J,) is the measure such that

f
J

f
J

for every bounded continuous function / .
To perform the limit N f oo we embed the space NT« in N2 identifying
a configuration on the torus to a periodic configuration on the full lattice.
We will endow the configuration space IN2 with its natural topology, the
product topology. By .Mi(Nz ) or simply by .Mi, we represent the space of
probability measures on f^1 endowed with the weak topology.
In this topological setting, formula (1.1) establishes that for all points u
of Td the sequence T\uN-\v^(^ converges weakly to the measure ^w u ).

1.3

Hydrodynamic Equation

We turn now to the study of the distribution of particles at a later time t
starting from a product measure with slowly varying parameter. Repeating
the computations we did to prove Proposition (1.1) we see that if we start
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from a Poisson measure with slowly varying parameter then

= exp £

Po(x/N) £

x£TdN

Pfiv ~ x) (e"A(2/) "

y£TdN

= exp £

(-^
(e"A(2/) " l) 1>N,t(y) •

=: exp Y

Therefore, at time t, we still have a Poisson measure with slowly varying
parameter, which is now tpN,t{') instead of po(-/N). Up to this point we
have not used the particular form of pt(-) besides the fact that it makes
Pt(-, •) translation invariant and thus bistochastic: ^2xPt{%,y) = 1 f° r every
y. We shall now see what happens when t is fixed and N increases to infinity.
In this case pt(-) is a function with essentially finite support, that is, for all
e > 0, there exists A = A(t, e) > 0 so that
(*) > l - e .
\x\<A

Prom the explicit form of $N,U

we

have that for every continuity point u of

Po,
lim tl>Nyt([uN})

= po(u) .

JV-)-oo

The profile remained unchanged. The system did not have time to evolve
and this reflects the fact that at the macroscopic scale particles did not move.
Indeed, consider a test particle initially at the origin. Since it evolves as a
discrete time random walk, if Xt denotes its position at time t, for every
e > 0, there exists A = A(t,e) > 0 such that P[\Xt\ > A] < e. Therefore,
with probability close to 1, in the macroscopic scale, the test particle at time
t is at distance of order AT"1 from the origin. In a fluid, however, a "test"
particle traverses a macroscopic distance in a macroscopic time.
We solve this problem distinguishing between two time scales (as we have
two space scales: Td and AT"1 T^): a microscopic time t and a macroscopic
time which is infinitely large with respect to t.
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To introduce the macroscopic time scale, notice that the transition probabilities pt( •) are equal to

Pt{x) = p\x) ,
where pl stands for the k-th. convolution power of the elementary transition
probability of each particle.
Assume that the elementary transition probability p( •) has finite expectation: m := Yl xp{x) £ Rd. We say that the random walk is asymmetric
if m 7^ 0, that it is mean-zero asymmetric if p(-) is not symmetric but m = 0
and that it is symmetric if p(-) is symmetric. Recall that Xt stands for the
position at time t of a discrete time random walk with transition probability
p(-) and initially at the origin. By the law of large numbers for random
walks, for all e > 0,
lim

N-yoo

V^

*—'
x; |x/JV—mt|<e

PtN{%) =

hm P\ \—^

iV-s-oo

L I TV

mt

< £ = 1•
J

In particular, from the explicit expression for ipN,tN and since we assumed
the initial profile to be smooth, we have that
lim ipN,tN{[uN]) = po{u-mt)

= : p{t,u)

JV-)-oo

for every u in Td.
We obtained in this way a new time scale, tN, in which we observe a
new macroscopic profile: the original one translated by mt. More precisely,
in this macroscopic scale tN we observe a local equilibrium profile that has
been translated by mt since ipN,tN is itself slowly varying in the macroscopic
scale.
Of course, the profile p(t, u) satisfies the partial differential equation
dtp + m-Vp

= 0

(1.2)

if Vp denotes the gradient of p: Vp = (dUlp,..., dUdp).
In conclusion, if we restrict ourselves to a particular class of initial measures, we have established the existence of a time and space scales in which
the particles density evolves according to the linear partial differential equation (1.2). We have thus derived from the microscopic stochastic dynamics
a macroscopic deterministic evolution for the unique conserved quantity.
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An interacting particle system for which there exists a time and space
macroscopic scales in which the conserved quantities evolve according to
some partial differential equation is said to have a hydrodynamic description.
Moreover, the P.D.E. is called the hydrodynamic equation associated to the
system.
We summarize this result in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.4 A system of particles evolving as independent asymmetric random walks with finite first moment on a d-dimensional torus has a
hydrodynamic description. The evolution of the density profile is described
by the solution of the differential equation
dtp + m • Vp = 0 .
When the expectation m vanishes, the solution of this differential equation is constant, which means that the profile didn't change in the time scale
tN. Nothing imposed, however, the choice of tN as macroscopic time scale.
In fact, when the mean displacement m vanishes, to observe an interesting
time evolution, we need to consider a larger time scale, times of order JV2.
Assume that the elementary transition probability that describes the
displacement of each particle has a second moment. Let a = {<Ji,j)i<i,j<d be
the covariance matrix of this distribution:

By the central limit theorem for random walks, we see that
lim tpNyN2t{[Nu\)
JV-)-oo

'

=

lim
JV-)-oo

= lim E ipoiu-N^Xt^)]

= [ pt(9)Gt(u - 9) d9 ,

JV-)-oo

where po: Md —)• M+ is the periodic function, with period Td and equal to
po on the torus Td and Gt is the density of the Gaussian distribution with
covariance matrix t a.
Since the Gaussian distribution is the fundamental solution of the heat
equation (which can be checked by a simple computation) we obtain the
following result.
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Proposition 1.5 A system of particles evolving as independent mean-zero
asymmetric random walks with finite second moment on a d-dimensional
torus has a hydrodynamic description. The evolution of the density profile
is described by the solution of the differential equation
p(O,u) = po{u) .
Let {SN(t), t > 0} be the semigroup on M.\ associated to the Markov
process (rjt)t>o- In Propositions (1.4) and (1.5), we have proved that there
is a time renormalization ON such that
lJV

(i6»jv)T[ u J v]^(.) =

v

P{t,u)

>

for alH > 0 and all continuity points u of p(t, •).
Usually p(t, •) is the solution of a Cauchy problem with initial condition
po(-)- As w e sa id earlier, this differential equation is called the hydrodynamic
equation of the interacting particle system.
In this section we took advantage of several special features of the evolution of independent random walks to obtain an explicit formula for the
profile p(t, •). The type of result, however, is characteristic of the subject.
We have proved:
1. Description of the equilibrium states of the system.
2. Conservation of the local equilibrium in time evolution.
3. Characterization at a later time of the new parameters describing the
local equilibrium and derivation of a partial differential equation that
determines how the parameters evolve in time.
The aim of these notes is to present some general methods which lead
to the derivation of a weak version of the conservation of local equilibrium
for a class of interacting particle systems. We would like in fact to prove
a more general result, that is, one for initial states that are not product
measures with slowly varying parameter - thus without assuming a strong
form of local equilibrium at time 0 - but for initial states having a density
profile and imposing that it is not too far, in a sense to be defined later, from
a local equilibrium; the process establishing by itself a local equilibrium at
later times.
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2

Exclusion Processes

2.1

Exclusion Processes

We present in these notes the theory of the hydrodynamic behavior of interacting particle system in the context of exclusion processes. In contrast
with superpositions of random walks presented in Chapter 1, the exclusion
process allows at most one particle per site.
The state space is therefore {0,1} T «.
Fix a positive integer A and a finite collection of local strictly positive
functions {az : \z\ < A}. Consider the Markov process on {0,1} T « with
generator LJV given by
(LNf)(r,)

=

V

r,(x) [1 - r,(x + z)] ax>x+z(r,) [f(ax>x+zr,) - f(r,)] , (2.1)

where ax,x+z{v) = az(Txr)) and ax'yr) is the configuration obtained from r)
exchanging the occupation variables r)(x) and r)(y):
n{y) Xz = x,
r]{x) iiz = y.

(2.2)

The exclusion processes can be divided in two types. The first ones, in
which the rates az(r)) do not depend on the configurations, are called simple
exclusion processes and may be themselves subdivided in three categories:
1. Symmetric simple exclusion process: az{rj) = p(z), where p :
Z d —>• ]R__| is a positive finite range symmetric function.
2. Zero-mean asymmetric simple exclusion process: az{rj) = p(z)
and p : Zd ->• K+ is a positive finite range asymmetric function such
that £ ze z<* zp(z) = 0.
3. Asymmetric simple exclusion process: az{r)) = p(z) and p :
Z d —¥ M+ is a positive finite range asymmetric function such that
We will only consider a sub-class of the second category of exclusion
processes, interacting systems in which the rates
az{r}) = a-z{Tzrj) for all z,
az{rj) does not depend on ?y(0), f]{z).

(2.3)
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Notice that a-z(Tzrj) = azfi(v) is the rate at which a particle jumps from z
to the origin when the configuration is r\. This formula is thus saying that
az(r)), the rate at which a particle is jumping from the origin to z, is equal
to the rate at which a particle jumps from z to the origin.
We always assume the process to be irreducible, which means that the
set {z ,az(rj) > 0} generates Zd, i.e., for any pair of sites x, y in Zd, there
exists M > 1 and a sequence x = XQ, ..., XM = y such that aXi+1-Xi > 0 for
We denote by {SN(t), t > 0} the semigroup of the Markov process with
generator Ljy. We use the same notation for semigroups acting on continuous
functions or on the space .Mi({0, l}Tjv) of probability measures on {0,1}T«.
For 0 < a < 1, we denote by va = v^ the Bernoulli product measure
of parameter a, that is, the product measure on {0,1}T« with density a.
Under va, the variables {w(x), x G T^} are independent with marginals
given by
= 1} = a = 1 - va{r](x) = 0} .
Proposition 2.1 The Bernoulli measures {ua , 0 < a < 1} are invariant
for simple exclusion processes. With respect to each va, simple exclusion
processes with elementary jump probability p(z) :=p(—z) are adjoint to processes with elementary jump probability p(z). Symmetric simple exclusion
processes and exclusion processes satisfying (2.3) are self-adjoint with respect to each va.
The proof is elementary and can be found in [5]. Notice that the family
of invariant measures va is parametrized by the density, for

Since the total number of particles is conserved by the dynamics the
measures
VN,K{-)

•= va I •

^2

r)(x) = K

are invariant and it could have seemed more natural to consider them instead
of the Bernoulli product measures va. Nevertheless, a simple computation
on binomials shows that for all finite subsets E of Zd, for all sequences
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{ex; x G E} with values in {0,1} and for all 0 < a < 1,
lim va\n{x)
iV—s-oo

= ex , x G E

K

r]{y) = [a0Nd}\

V

z

—'

>

d

{x) = ex , x G E}
uniformly in «o. Therefore, the Bernoulli product measures are obtained as
limits of the invariant measures VN,K, as the total number of sites increases
to infinity.
For each 0 < K < Nd, denote by SjyK the "hyperplanes" of all configurations with K particles:

n(x) = K) .
Invariant measures of density preserving particle systems that are concentrated on hyperplanes with a fixed total number of particles are called canonical measures (the family {VN,K, 0 < K < Nd} in the context of simple exclusion processes, for instance). In contrast, the measures obtained as weak
limits of the canonical measures, as the number of sites increases to infinity,
are called the grand canonical measures (here the Bernoulli measures as we
have just seen above).
2.2

Hydro dynamic Limit

In Chapter 1 we presented a quite restrictive definition of local equilibrium
associated to a density profile. We required the marginal probabilities of
the state of the system at a macroscopic time t, that is, of SN(t9^f)[j,N, to
converge to one of the extremal invariant and translation invariant measures
of the infinite system at each continuity point of the profile. Even if this
definition is "physically" natural, it is difficult to prove it. With this in
mind, we introduce a weaker notion of local equilibrium. We first recall the
notion of product measures with slowly varying parameter associated to a
profile.
Definition 2.2 Given a continuous profile po '• T d —>• R+, we denote by ^Nr.\
the product measure on {0,1} T « with marginals given by
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for all x in Tj^, k = 0,1. This measure is called the product measure with
slowly varying parameter associated to po{-)Measures on {0,1} Z are characterized by the way they integrate cylinder
functions. In order to keep notation simple, to each cylinder function ^ in
{0,1} Z we associate the real bounded function *i> : R+ ->• R that at a is
equal to the expected value of ^ under vva:
a

tt(a) : = EVa [tt] = J*(ri)va(dri) .

(2.4)

Since ^ is a local function, ^ is a polynomial.
In the same way that we have defined in Chapter 1 translations of configurations, for all continuous functions \l/, we denote by TX^ the translation
of ^ by x units:
for every configuration T).
By Chebychev inequality and the dominated convergence theorem, for
every smooth profile po: T d —>• K+ and every sequence f^t.\ of Poisson
measures with slowly varying parameter associated to this profile,
lim
JV—>-oo

w

E

G(X/N)(TX*)(TI)

= 0

for all continuous functions G: Td -)• K, all bounded cylinder functions ^
and all strictly positive 6.
This last statement asserts that the sequence of measures vf?f.\ integrates
the cylinder function ^ around the macroscopic point u in Td in the same
way as an equilibrium measure of density po(u) would do. We do not require anymore the marginals of the sequence of measures to converge to an
extremal equilibrium measure at every continuity point of the profile po- We
only impose that its spatial mean converges to the corresponding spatial
mean. This notion is therefore weaker than the one of local equilibrium introduced in Chapter 1. The main difference is the spatial average over small
macroscopic boxes of volume of order Nd that is implicit in this new concept
and absent in the definition of local equilibrium.
The function ^(rj) = r](0) plays a special role in the whole study of hydrodynamics being closely related to the conserved quantity. The definition
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that follows is a particularly weak notion since it demands only convergence
for this cylinder function.
Definition 2.3 A sequence ([J,N)N>I of probability measures on {0,1} T « is
associated to a profile po: T d —>• M+ if for every continuous function G: Td —>•
R, and /or every 5 > 0 we /lave

lim / i i V f | j V - d V G{x/N)r]{x)

- f G{u)po{u)du

>s]=0.

The quantity just introduced in the definition above can be reformulated
in terms of empirical measures. Let nN be the positive measure on the torus
Td obtained by assigning to each particle a mass N~d:

nN(r,,du) : = N~d £

r,(x) 6x/N(du).

(2.5)

In this formula, for a d-dimensional vector u, 5U represents the Dirac measure concentrated on u. The measure irN(r),du) is called the empirical
measure associated to the configuration T). The dependence in r\ will frequently be omitted to keep notation as simple as possible. With this notation
N~d^2xeTd
G(x/N)rj(x) is the integral of G with respect to the empirical
measure nN, denoted by < nN, G >.
Let .M+CF^) be the space of finite positive measures on the torus Td
endowed with the weak topology. Notice that for each N, nN is a continuous
function from N T « to M.+. For a probability measure n on N T «, throughout
these notes, we also denote by n the measure ^ ( T T ^ ) " 1 on M.+ induced by
H and nN ([j,(nN)~1[A] = fj,[nN G A]). With this convention, a sequence of
probability measures (HN)N>I in N T « is associated to a density profile po
if the sequence of random measures nN(du) converges in probability to the
deterministic measure po(u)du.
In the study of the hydrodynamic behavior of interacting particle systems we will sometimes be forced to reduce our goals and to content ourselves
in proving that starting from a sequence of measures associated to a density profile po then, at a later suitably renormalized time, we obtain a state
(SN(t0N)tJ>N in the notation of Chapter 1) associated to a new density profile p(t, •) which is the solution of some partial differential equation. More
precisely, we want to prove that for all sequences of probability measures
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HN associated to a profile po : Td ->• R+ and not too far, in a sense to be
specified later, from a global equilibrium v^,

lim ^ 1 " iV~d ^2 G(x/N)r)tgN(x) - / G(u)p(t,u)du > s\ = 0
for a suitable renormalization 9N, for every continuous function G: Td —>• R
and every 6 strictly positive. As in the case of local equilibrium, in this
formula p(-, •) will be the solution of a Cauchy problem with initial condition
po(-). This constitutes the program of the next chapters.
2.3

The Approach

In this section we prove the hydrodynamic behavior of nearest neighbor symmetric simple exclusion processes and show that the hydrodynamic equation
is the heat equation:
dtp = (1/2) A p .
In this formula, Ap stands for the Laplacian of p: Ap = Yli<i<d ^utPWe briefly present the strategy of the proof. We first show that the
empirical measure solves the heat equation in a weak sense in an integral
form. More precisely, for a positive measure n on Td of finite total mass and
for a continuous function G: Td ->• R, denote by < n, G > the integral of G
with respect to n:

n,G>=

[ G{u) n(du) .

./T d

We shall prove that the empirical measure nf associated to the symmetric simple exclusion process converges, in a way to be specified later, to a
measure nt absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and
satisfying:
ft
(1/2) /
./o

ns, AG > ds

(2.6)

for a sufficiently large class of functions G : Td ->• R and for every t in an
interval [0, T] fixed in advance.
Recall that we denoted by M.+ = .M+CF^) the space of finite positive
measures on Td endowed with the weak topology. In order to work in a
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fixed space as N increases, we consider the time evolution of the empirical
measure nf associated to the particle system defined by:
Trf (du) = nN(Vt,du)

:= ^

E

Vt(x) 6x/N(du) .

(2.7)

Notice that there is a one to one correspondence between configurations rj
and empirical measures nN(r],du). In particular, nf inherits the Markov
property from r]t.
We consider the distribution of the empirical measure as a sequence of
probability measures on a fixed space. Since there are jumps this space
must be D([0,T],M+), the space of right continuous functions with left
limits taking values in M+.
Fix a profile po : Td —>• [0,1] and denote by fiN a sequence of probability
measures associated to po- For each N > 1, let QN be the probability measure on D([0,T], M.+) corresponding to the Markov process nf speeded up
by N2 and starting from nN. We speeded up the process by N2 because we
have seen in Chapter 1 that to obtain a non trivial hydrodynamic evolution
for mean-zero processes we need to consider time scales of order N2.
Our goal is to prove that, for each fixed time t, the empirical measure
nf converges in probability to p(t,u)du where p(t,u) is the solution of the
heat equation with initial condition po- We shall proceed in two steps. We
first prove that the process nf converges in distribution to the probability
measure concentrated on the deterministic path {p(t,u)du, 0 < t < T}
and then argue that convergence in distribution to a deterministic weakly
continuous trajectory implies convergence in probability at any fixed time
0 < t < T.
A deterministic trajectory can be interpreted as the support of a Dirac
probability measure on D([0,T],M+) concentrated on this trajectory. The
proof of the hydrodynamic behavior of symmetric simple exclusion processes
is therefore reduced to show the convergence of the sequence of probability
measures QN to the Dirac measure concentrated on the solution of the heat
equation.
An indirect standard method to prove the convergence of a sequence is
to show that this sequence is relatively compact and then to show that all
converging subsequences converge to the same limit. To show the relative
compactness we will use Prohorov's criterion. At this point it will remain
the identification of all limit points of subsequences.
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To characterize all limit points of the sequence QN, we have to investigate
how we may use the random evolution to make an equation of type (2.6)
appear. Notice first that, under QN, for every function G: Td —$• M, the
quantities

< Trf, G > = ^

£

G(x/N) m{x)

(2.8)

verify the identity
/ N2LN

< ?rf,G > ds

Jo0
where Mt ' are martingales with respect to the natural filtration Tt =
<?•(%) s < *)• The factor N2 in front of the generator Ljy appears because
we speeded up the process by N2. In the particular case of nearest neighbor
symmetric simple exclusion processes, the second term on the right hand side
may be rewritten as a function of the empirical measure. Indeed, applying
the generator to the function r) —>• r)(x) we have:
d

LN ri(x) = (1/2) J ^ \r]{x + ej) + rf(x - e,) - 2r/(aj)] .
After two summations by parts we obtain that under QN

< Tif, G > = < ng, G > + (1/2) f < Trf, ANG > ds + M?>N
Jo
where AJV is the discrete Laplacian:
d

{ANG){x/N) = N2^2

[G{{X + ej)/N) + G({x - ej)/N) - 2G(x/N)] .

To conclude the proof of the hydrodynamic behavior of symmetric simple
exclusion processes, it remains to show, on the one hand, an uniqueness
theorem for solutions of equations (2.6); uniqueness theorem that will require
to prove identity (2.6) for a certain class of functions G; and, on the other
hand, to prove that the martingales Mt ' vanish in the limit as N f oo
for this family of functions G. Prom these two results it follows that the
sequence QN has a unique limit point Q* which is the probability measure
concentrated on the unique solution of (2.6).
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A Rigorous Proof

We may now turn to a rigorous proof.
Theorem 2.4 Fix a profile po : Td —> [0,1] and let fj,N be the sequence
of Bernoulli product measures of slowly varying parameter associated to the
profile p:
fj,N{r]; r]{x) = 1} = po{x/N),
x G T^ .
Then, for every t > 0, the sequence of random measures
AT / i

\

J-

converges in probability to the absolutely continuous measure TTt(du) = p(t, u)
du whose density is the solution of the heat equation:
dtp = (1/2) Ap
We start fixing a time T > 0 and considering the sequence of probability
measures QN on D([0,T],M+) corresponding to the Markov process nf,
defined by (2.7), speeded up by N2 and starting from fiN.
First step: Relative compactness. The first step in the proof of the hydrodynamic behavior consists in showing that the sequence QN is relatively
compact. We skip this step here and refer the reader to [5] for details.

Second step: Uniqueness of limit points. Now that we know that
the sequence QN is weakly relatively compact, it remains to characterize all
limit points of QN. Let Q* be a limit point and let QNk be a sub-sequence
converging to Q*.
We first prove that Q* is concentrated on absolutely continuous measures
with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Since there is at most one particle
per site,

N~d V \G(x/N)\ .

sup
0<t<T

Since, on the other hand, for fixed continuous functions G, the application
which associates to a trajectory n the value supo<^<r | < TT^, G > | is continuous, by weak convergence, all limit points are concentrated on trajectories
nt such that

<nt,G>\

<

f\G(u)\du
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for all continuous function G and for all 0 < t < T. All limit points are
thus concentrated on absolutely continuous trajectories with respect to the
Lebesgue measure:
Q* [TT; Trt(du) = Trt(u)du] = 1 .

All limit points of the sequence QN are concentrated on trajectories that
at time 0 are equal to po(u)du. Indeed, by weak convergence, for every e > 0,

Q*[\N~d £ G{x/N)no{x) - [G(u)po(u)du\>e\
xeTdN

< liminfQM|iV- d ^

G{x/N)r)0{x) - I G{u)po{u)du > el

xeT%
fc-s-oo

G(x/N)r](x) - [G(u)po(u)du > el = 0
/

LI

J

We now prove that Q* is concentrated on paths n(t, du) = p(t,u)du
whose density is a weak solution of the heat equation. For positive integers
m and n, denote by Cm'"([0,T] x Td) the space of continuous functions with
m continuous derivatives in time and n continuous derivatives in space. For
G : [0, T] x Td -> R of class C 1 ' 2 , consider the martingale Mf = MG'N given
by
t

o
It is well known (cf. Appendix 1 in [5]) that the process NG = NG'N defined
by

NtG = (Mf) 2 -iV 2 [tAG(s)ds

Jo
with AG(s) = LN < ?rf, Gs > 2 - 2 < Trf, Gs> LN < Trf, Gs >

is a martingale with respect to the natural filtration. Straightforward computations show that
[Gs(y/N)-Gs(x/N)]2r,s(x)(l-r,s(y)).
\x-y\=l
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In particular, by Chebychev and Doob inequality,

QN\ sup M? >el < 4e-2EQ>

= 4e-2EQN[JTAG(s)ds]

<

C{G)T

If we now observe that the difference between 2N2LN
< TT^,GS >= <
nf, ANG > and < nf,AG > is of order OJV(1) because the total mass of
nf is bounded by 1 and G is of class C 2 , we may conclude that every limit
point Q* is concentrated on trajectories such that

<nt,Gt>

= <no,Go>

+ / < ns, dsGs - (1/2) AG, > ds ,

(2.10)

Jo
for all 0 < t < T because the application from D([0,T],M+)
associates to a trajectory {nt, 0 < t < T} the number

to R which

(1/2) [/ <n
< ns, AG > ds
sup <nt,G > - <no,G > - (1/2)
t<T

Jo

is continuous as long as G is of class C 2 .
In conclusion, all limit points are concentrated on absolutely continuous
trajectories nt(du) = nt(u)du that are weak solutions of the heat equation
in the sense of (2.10) and whose density at time 0 is po(-)-

Third step: Uniqueness of weak solutions of the heat equation. We
just proved that every limit point of the sequence QN is concentrated on
weak solutions of the heat equation with initial profile po- To conclude the
proof of the uniqueness of limit points, it remains to show that there exists
only one weak solution of this equation.
There exists many methods. Brezis and Crandall (1979) proved such a
result for a class of quasi-linear second order equations. Their theorem gives
us immediately the uniqueness result we need.
We present in Appendix A2.4 [5] a uniqueness result based on the investigation of the time evolution of the H_i norm. This method requires, however,
supplementary properties of weak solutions that are not difficult to check in
the case of symmetric simple exclusion processes.
Finally, since the hydrodynamic equation of symmetric simple exclusion
is linear, the methods developed by Oelschlager (1985) give a third possible
approach.
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Note that for any bounded profile po the heat equation admits a strong
solution given by
p(t,u) =

po{v) Gt{u - v) dv

if po : ^ d -> ^ represents the Td-periodic function identically equal to po
on Td and if Gt{w) is the usual d-dimensional Gaussian kernel: Gt{w) =
(27ri)~d/2exp{—(l/2i)|w|2}. In particular the weak solution is in fact a
strong solution.
In conclusion, with any of these uniqueness results, we proved that the
sequence QN converges to the Dirac measure concentrated on this strong
solution.
Fourth step (Convergence in probability at fixed time). Even if in
general it is false that the application from D([0,T],M+) to M+ obtained
by taking the value at time 0 < t < T of the process is continuous, this
statement is true if the process is almost surely continuous at time t for the
limiting probability measure. In the present context, the limiting probability measure is concentrated on weakly continuous trajectories. Thus nf
converges in distribution to the deterministic measure nt(u)du. Since convergence in distribution to a deterministic variable implies convergence in
probability, the theorem is proved.
In the previous proof, the initial state fj,N appeared only in the second
step. It was necessary to show that the limit points Q* were concentrated
on trajectories irt(du) that at time 0 were given by
no(du) = po(u) du .
Therefore, the special structure of the measure fiN did not play any particular role in the proof and the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4 concerning the
initial state can be considerably relaxed:
Theorem 2.5 For po: Td —¥ [0,1], consider a sequence of measures {nN :
N > 1} on {0, 1}TN associated to the profile po;

V G{x/N)r){x) -

[G{u)po{u)du

=0.

JV-s-oo

for every 6 > 0 and every continuous function G: Td —)• M. The conclusions
of Theorem 2.4 remain in force.
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In conclusion, under the hypothesis of a weak law of large numbers at
time 0 for the empirical measure nN, we have proved a law of large numbers
for any later time t.

3

The Entropy Method for Gradient Systems

There are essentially two general methods to prove the hydrodynamic behavior of an interacting particle system. We present here the first one, called
the entropy method, due to Guo, Papanicolaou and Varadhan [4].
To illustrate this method, we prove in this chapter the hydrodynamic
behavior of an exclusion process satisfying assumptions (2.3). We have seen
in Chapter 1 that to address such a question, we need first to describe the
equilibrium states of the process. The next result shows that the Bernoulli
product measures are reversible for exclusion processes satisfying assumptions (2.3), explaining also the interest of this set of hypotheses.
Lemma 3.1 Consider an exclusion process with generator given by (2.1)
and rates {az(rj)} satisfying (2.3). Then, the Bernoulli product measures
v^ are reversible.
Proof: By assumption ax>x+z(r)) = ax+z,x{r)) and both functions do not
depend on r)(x), r)(x + z). Fix two local functions / , g. A change of variables
£ = ax>x+zr] gives that
ax>x+z(v) V(x) [1 - v(x + z)]
= I ax>x+z(ax'x+zr,)
M

f(ax'x+z

r,(x + z)[l- r,(x)] f(V) g(ax'x+zr,) dv%

r,(x + z)[l-

V(x)}

f(v) 9(<7X'X+Zv)

= I ax+z,x(rt) rt(x + z) [1 - „(*)] / ( „ ) g(ax'x+zr,)

^
dv» .

This identity proves that the measures v£ are reversible.

•

For z in T^, denote by WXyX+z the current over the bond {x,x + z}.
This is the rate at which a particle jumps from x to x + z minus the rate
at which a particle jumps from x + z to x. With the notation introduced in
the definition of the exclusion process,
Wx>x+Z

= a x , x + z ( r ) ) r)(x) [1 - rj{x + z)] - a x + z , x { r j ) rj{x + z ) [ l - r)(x)]

.
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We will say that an interacting particle system is gradient if the current can
be written as a local function minus its translation:
Definition 3.2 An exclusion process with jump rates {az(r))} is said to be
gradient if for each z there exist a positive integer nz > 1, local functions
hz,i, 1 < i < nz, and sites xz^, 1 < i < nz, such that
nz
zyihz>i

- hz>i} .

We will see below the reason and the importance of this terminology.
3.1

A Gradient Exclusion Process

Everything presented in this chapter relies on the assumptions that the process is gradient and that the one-parameter family of invariant states is
explicitly known. However, to fix ideas and keep notation simple, we focus
hereafter on a one-dimensional gradient exclusion process satisfying assumptions (2.3).
Consider the one-dimensional exclusion process with rates {az{rj)} given
by

f

az(r,) = { 1 + a[f?(-2)
(
0

if \z\ > 1

for some a > —1/2. These rates satisfy assumption (2.3) so that the product
Bernoulli measures are reversible. An elementary computation shows that
the current Wb,i is given by

W0,i = {/n(T7)-n/»i(Ty)} + {k2(v)-nk2(ri)},

(3.1)

where,
= r){0) - « J ( - 1 ) » J ( 1 )

and h2{r)) =

This process is thus gradient and reversible with respect to the Bernoulli
product measures. Of course, since the process is translation invariant, the
current over the bond {x, x + 1 } , denoted by Wx,x+u is J us * * n e current over
the bond {0,1} translated by x:
=

TxW0,l

•
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Our goal is to prove that under some assumptions on the initial state,
the empirical measure converges to some absolutely continuous measure
p(t,u)du, whose density is the solution of some partial differential equation. For gradient systems, it is easy to anticipate the PDE which describes
the evolution of the density.
Here is the heuristic derivation of the PDE. Assume that the conservation of local equilibrium holds and that the empirical measure nf converges
to some p(t,u)du. Fix a smooth function G : T —>• R and consider the
martingale Mf associated to the empirical measure:

- <ng,G> - f N2LN < ?rf, G > ds .

Mf =<nf,G>

Jo
By definition of the empirical measure,

N2LN <nN,G>=

AT1 J ^ G{x/N)N2LNr]{x) .

LNV(X)

is the rate at which rj(x) changes. In our example this happens
only if a particle jumps from a neighbor site to x or from x to one of the
neighbors. By definition of the current, this may be written as
LNr]{x) = Wx-i>x - W x>x+i
Replacing in the previous sum L^r](x) by this expression and performing a
summation by parts, we obtain that the integral term in the martingale Mf
is equal to
1

Y

(VNG)(X/N)NWX>X+1

,

where VAT is the discrete derivative given by

(VNG)(x/N) = N{G(x + 1/iV) - G(x/N)} .
This first summation by parts, always possible, canceled one of the factors N. A second summation by parts is also possible because we assumed
the current to be itself the difference of two local functions. Here enters
the gradient assumptions which, as you can see, simplifies considerably the
problem. Without a second integration by parts, we will have to estimate
an expression of order N.
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By (3.1) and a summation by parts, the previous sum is equal to

- (VNG)(x - 1/N)}rxhi
x£TN

£

N{(VNG)(x/N) - (VNG)(x

-2/N)}Txh2

= AT1 J ^ G"{x/N)Txhi + 2AT1 J ^ G"{x/N)Txh2
We now return to the martingale. Since the martingale vanishes at time
0, its expectation is constant equal to 0. In particular,
(3.2)

= EliN[[tdsN-1

Y, G"(x/N)rxh(r,s)] + ©(iV"1) ,

where
h = hi + 2h2 •
Recall that we are assuming that the empirical measure converges to
p(t, u)du. In particular, the left hand side of this expression converges to
/ G(u)p(t,u)du — / G(u)po(u)du .
JT

JT

On the other hand, the right hand side is equal to
ft

/
Jo

1

dsN -

Under the assumption of conservation of local equilibrium, for any fixed
macroscopic time 0 < s < t and any local function / ,

By (2.4), this last expression can be written as f(p(s,x/N)).
Therefore,
under the assumption of conservation of local equilibrium, the right hand
side of (3.2) is close, as N f oo, to
/ dsN-1 V G"(x/N)~h(p(s,x/N)) .
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In conclusion, we proved that if there is conservation of local equilibrium
and if the empirical measure converges, it must converges to a measure
p(t, u)du whose density satisfies the identity

f G{u)p{t,u)du - f G{u)po{u)du = f ds f duG"{u)h{p{s,u))
JT

JT

JO

JT

for all smooth functions G and all time t. This means that p is a weak
solution of the PDE
dtp = Ah(p),
(33)
p(0, •) = po(-) •
A simple computation shows that in our example, h(a) = a + aa2 so
that the equation is
dtp = du(D(p)dup)
with D(a) = 1 + 2aa.
3.2

The Hydrodynamic Behavior

We may now turn to a sketch of a rigorous proof. Technical details can be
find in Chapter 5 of [5]. We presented in Chapter 2 a general method to
prove the hydrodynamic behavior of an interacting particle system, which
consisted in three steps.
Denote by QN the probability measure on the path space D([0, T], M.+ )
corresponding to the Markov process nf, speeded up by N2, and starting
from some measure /J,N- We first prove that QN is tight. This step is
technical and omitted.
We then need to characterize all limit points of the sequence QN. This
step is divided in three statements. We show that all limit points Q* are
concentrated on
1. absolutely continuous trajectories n(t,du) = p(t,u)du;
2. weak solutions of the PDE (3.3);
3. trajectories n(t, du) = p(t, u)du whose density satisfy an energy estimate.
Just as in Chapter 2, since there is at most one particle per site, all limit
points are concentrated on paths ir(t, du) which are absolutely continuous
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with respect to the Lebesgue measure and whose density p(t, u) is positive
and bounded by 1. The first statement is thus trivial.
To prove that all limit points are concentrated on weak solutions, we
follow again the strategy proposed in Chapter 2. For a smooth function
G : T —>• M, consider the martingale Mf introduced in the previous section.
An elementary estimate shows that this martingale vanishes in I? as N f oo.
Therefore, by Doob's inequality, for every 5 > 0,
lim P
JV-j-oo

N

\ sup \M$\ > s] = 0 .

(3.4)

-1

'-0<t<T

Here appears the first main difference between this gradient exclusion process
and the symmetric simple exclusion process. While in the simple symmetric
case the martingale Mf could be written as a function of the empirical
measure, here Mf, given by

<nf,G>

rt

- <n(?,G> - / dsN'1 J^ G"(x/N)Txh(r]s) ,
J0

is not a function of the empirical measure because product terms as 77(0)77(1)
appear in the definition of ^(77). If we want to proceed as in Chapter 2, we
need to "close" this equation in terms of the empirical measure. This is done
by the replacement lemma below due to Guo, Papanicolaou and Varadhan.
To state this result, we need to introduce some notation.
For a probability measure nN on {0, 1} TJV , denote by H(nN\v£) the
entropy of HN with respect to v^:

\v?) = /log''"
The reader can find in Appendix 1 of [5] the main properties of the entropy in
the context of Markov processes. Just observe that for any local equilibrium

Thus, the entropy of a local equilibrium state with respect to any nondegenerate invariant state is of order N.
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For each positive integer i and integer x, denote by ^{x) the empirical
density of particles in a box of length It + 1 centered at x:

•fa) = T^TY E ^ •
^

^

' \v-x\<t

L e m m a 3.3 Fix a sequence fiN of probability measures fiN on {0, 1 } T J V .
Assume that H(/j,N\u^) < CQN for some finite constant Co- Then, for
every 5 > 0 and every local function g,
limsuplimsupP^jv

/

AT"1 V^

TXVSN{I]S)

ds > S\ = 0 ,

w/iere

We claim that this lemma permits to express the martingale MP in terms
of the the empirical measure nj*. For e > 0, denote by ie the approximation
of the identity

In particular,

Recall the expression for the integral part of the martingale MP and fix
a smooth function H : T —)• K. Since if is a smooth function, a second order
Taylor expansion shows that

AT1 Y, H{x/N)Txh{Vs)

= iV"1 E 2i^+T

E

H(y/N)rxh(Vs) +

A summation by parts shows that the previous term can be written as
jV"1 V^ H(r/N)

V^
\y-x\<sN

r h(n ) + O(E2)
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By Lemma 3.3 and identity (3.6), this expression is equal to

AT1 £

H(x/N)rxh(< ^,h

>) +

where RN,S is an expression which vanishes in probability as N f oo and
then e I 0.
In conclusion, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that the martingale Mf can be
written as

V G"(x/N)Txh(<n?,i6 >) + RN,S
where RN,S is an expression which vanishes in probability as N f oo and then
e 4- 0. This fact, together with (3.4) and the strategy presented in Chapter 2
shows that all limit points Q* of the sequence QN are concentrated on paths
ir(t, du) = p(t, u)du such that

[ G{u)p{t,u)du - [ G{u)po{u)du = [ ds [ duG"{u)h{p{s,u))
T

JT

JO

JT

for all smooth functions G and all times t. Thus all limit points are concentrated on weak solutions of (3.3).
In contrast with the symmetric simple exclusion process, whose macroscopic evolution is described by the heat equation, we have here a non-linear
parabolic equation and some further properties are needed in order to ensure
uniqueness of weak solutions.
One classical proof of uniqueness relies on the time evolution of the H-\
norm and requires properties on the space derivative of the solution. Such
result is summarized in the next lemma.
Definition 3.4 A measurable function p: [0,T] x T —>• R+ is said to be a
weak solution in Tii of (3.3) provided
1. p(t, •) belongs to L x (T d ) for every 0 < t < T and supo<^<r IIP^IIL1 < °°2. There exists a function in L2([0,T] xT), denoted by duh(p(s,u)),
that for every smooth function G: [0, T] x T ^ l

I ds I du(duG)(s,u)h(p(s,u))
Jo

JT

= — I ds I duG(s,u)duh(p(s,u))
Jo

JT

.

such
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3. For every smooth function G: R —>• R and /or ewen/ 0 < £ < T,
I dup(t,u)G(u)

— /

JT

dupo{u)G(u)

JT

= — I ds I duG'(u)duh(p(s,u))
Jo
JT

.

L e m m a 3.5 There exists a unique weak solution in Tii of (3.3).
In view of this result, to conclude the proof of the uniqueness of limit
points of the sequence QN, we need to prove the following lemma:
L e m m a 3.6 All limit points Q* of the sequence QN are concentrated on
paths p(t, u)du with the property that there exists an L2([0, T] x T d ) function
denoted by duh(p(s, u)) such that
I ds I du(duG)(s,u)h(p(s,u))
Jo
JTA

= —I
JO

ds

JT1

duG(s,u)duh(p(s,u))

for all smooth functions G. Moreover,
rT

t ds t
Jo

du(duh(p(s,u)))

< oo.

JT

These results together show that the sequence QN converges to the measure Q concentrated on the unique weak solution in Tii of (3.3) provided
the entropy of nN with respect to a reference invariant state v^ is bounded
by CQN, for some finite constant Co, and provided the empirical measure
converges in probability, under nN, to po(u)du.
To conclude the proof of the convergence of n^ to p(t, u)du, we need to
argue, as in Chapter 2, that convergence in the Skorohod space to a continuous path implies convergence in the uniform norm and that convergence
in distribution to a Dirac measure implies convergence in probability. In
summary, we have proved in this chapter the following result.
Theorem 3.7 Let /j,N be a sequence of probability measures on the path
space {0, 1 } T J V . Assume there exists a finite constant Co and a density 0 <
a < 1 such that H{p,N\v^) < CQN. Suppose furthermore that for every
continuous functions H : T —)• R and every 5 > 0,

lim iiN\ I < nN,H > - f duH(u)po(u) > 6} = 0 .
N-yao

II

Jj

)
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Then, for every t > 0, every continuous functions H : T —>• R and every

lim Ppuivf I < i$,H>

N—>-oo

II

- f duH{u)p{t,u) > s\ = 0 ,
y^

J

where p(t,u) is the unique weak solution in %i of (3.3).

4

The Relative Entropy Method

We present in this lecture the second general method to prove the hydrodynamic behavior of an interacting particle system. Known as the relative
entropy method, it is due to Yau [9]. While the entropy method presented
in the previous chapter relies on the uniqueness of weak solutions of the hydrodynamic equation, the relative entropy method relies on the existence of
a smooth solution.
As in the previous chapters, all proofs omitted here can be found in
Chapter 6 of [5].
To fix ideas, consider the one-dimensional exclusion process with rates
{az{rj)} given by

C
az{rj) = I l + afo(-2)+»y(l)]
(

0

for z = - 1 ,
if \z\ > 1

for some a > —1/2. We have seen that the hydrodynamic equation of this
model is the non-linear parabolic equation
dtp = du{D{p)dup) ,
with D(a) = 1 + 2aa. This equation admits a smooth solution, denoted
by p(t,u), twice continuously differentiate in space and once continuously
differentiable in time (cf. [8]).
To avoid uninteresting technical difficulties, we assume that the initial
profile po(') is bounded below and above by strictly positive and finite constants:
0 < a < po(u) < a" 1 .
Hereafter, for t > 0, we denote by i^jL ^ the product measure with slowly
varying parameter associated to the profile p(t, •):

S

!} >

We may now state the main result of this chapter.

for

x
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Theorem 4.1 Let (HN)N>I
be a sequence of measures on {0, 1} T J V whose
entropy with respect to i / L ^ is of order o(N):

Then, the relative entropy of the state of the process at the macroscopic time
t with respect to vN,t s is also of order o(N):
H^Sfl^)

= o(N)

for every

t>0.

In this formula, Sj^ stands for the semi-group associated to the generator
speeded up by N2.
It is not difficult to deduce from this result a strong version of the hydrodynamic limit behavior of the interacting particle system:
Corollary 4.2 Under the assumptions of the theorem, for every cylinder
function ^ and every continuous function H: T —>• R ,
lim E^sgN \ I N - 1

> ' H(XIN)TTM*)

~

I H(u)Eu^_,Wdu\

1 = 0 .

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is divided in several lemmas. We start introducing some notation. For 0 < a < 1, v£ stands for a reference invariant
measure and ipN(t) for the Radon-Nikodym derivative of i/jL ^ with respect
to ^ :
dv5< ^
A simple computation allows to obtain an explicit formula for ipN(t) because
the measures i/jL ,y v^ are product and the profile p(t, •) is bounded below
by a strictly positive constant uniformly in time:
ipN{t) = exp < y , r)\x) log

—
1 LI — f}yx)\ log

Denote by ^ ^ the measure nN at macroscopic time t:

Hydrodynamic Limit of Interacting Particle Systems
by /iv(*) = ft* * ne Radon-Nikodym derivative of nf with respect to the
reference measure v^:

and by i?jv(^) the relative entropy of nf with respect to

y.

Since ^ ^ is absolutely continuous with respect to i/jL .^, by the explicit
formula for the relative entropy

p(t,-)

We turn now to the proof of Theorem 4.1. The strategy consists in
estimating the relative entropy ifjv(i) by a term of order o(N) and the time
integral of the entropy multiplied by a constant:
< o{N) + 7" 1 ff H
{s)
NN{)ds
Joo
and apply Gronwall lemma to conclude. The first step stated in Lemma 4.3
below gives an upper bound for the entropy production.
HN{t)

Lemma 4.3 For every t > 0,

dtHN{t) < [ - L {N2L*N^f - dttf} ftN dv» ,
where L*N is the adjoint of LN in L2(u^).
Proof: It is easy to check that /JV(^) is the solution of the Kolmogorov
forward equation
dtfN(t) = N2L*NfN(t) .
Since the profile p(t, •) is smooth, a simple computation shows that

dtHN{t) = I N2L*NftN- log
-A- fiN2T*fN

J I

~

[ff\dv»
fN d*^
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Since L*N is the adjoint of L^ in L2(va),

JL*NftNd^

= 0.

By the same reason, the first expression on the right hand side may be
rewritten as

The elementary inequality
a [log b — log a] < (b — a)
that holds for positive reals a, b, shows that for every positive function h
and for every generator L of a jump process,
hL(log h) < Lh .
In particular, the last integral is bounded above by

K

%)

=N2

I§
•

We claim that
(4.1)
Vt
N-l

H't'(x/N)[rxho(r]) -ho(p(t,x/N))

-~tio(p(t,x/N))[r,(x)

-p{t,x/N)]}

x=0
N-l

Y/[H't(x/N)}2{rxgo(v)-go(p(t,x/N))-g'o(p(t,x/N))[r](x)-p(t,x/N)}},
x=00

where 0(1) is an expression bounded by a constant uniformly in N and

ho(r,) =
+ ar,(O)r,(l)
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To obtain the above simple formulas, we need to perform some integration
by parts. For instance, instead of obtaining 2a?y(0)?y(l) in ho, one gets

for some positive, finite-supported function r such that Y^x r(x)
can rewrite this sum as

=

2- We

and integrate by parts the second expression to incorporate it in the order
1 term. This procedure has been done repeatedly to almost all terms.
To prove formula (4.1), first observe that L*N = Ljy because the process is
reversible. Moreover, since ax,x+i{v) = ax+i,x{v)i w e c a n write the generator
as

A straightforward computation shows that
N'
1

tbF(n)

)

2

+ 0(1) ,

where 0(1) is an expression bounded by a constant uniformly in N, h =
hi + 2/i2 is the local function introduced in the previous chapter and
g(r,) = 77(O)[l -77(1)] + tt
Since

Hl'{u)h{p{t,u))du

= - [

duHl{u)h'{p{t,u)){dup){t,u)

JT

fdu[H't(u)]2g(p(t,u)),

= JT

we obtain that
AT2 T

"t

-I,N

x=0
N-l

Y/[H't(x/N)]2{rxg(r,)-~g(p(t,x/N))}

+ 0(1),
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On the other hand an elementary computation shows that

because p(t, u) is the solution of the hydrodynamic equation. Adding the
previous two expressions we get that
_
N-l

H't'(x/N){rxh(v) ~ h(p(t,x/N)) - h'(p(t,x/N))[r,(x) - p(t,x/N)]}
x=0
N-l

-g(p(t,x/N))-g'(p(t,x/N))[r](x)-p(t,x/N)}}
It remains to observe that all linear terms cancel to deduce (4.1).
A microscopic Taylor expansion up to the second order appeared in the
formula (4.1). To take advantage of this expansion, we apply the one block
estimate to replace the cylinder functions ho, go by ho(r]f(x)), go(r]f(x)).
In view of Lemma 4.3 and after the one block estimate, since i?jv(0) =
o(N), we obtain that
ft

N^HNit)

N-i

< Co / dsEliNSN[N-1^2[r,£(x)-p(s,x/N)j
v 0

'

+

2

J

z=0

o(N,e),

for some finite constant Co which depends only on the solution p(t,u) of
the hydrodynamic equation. In this formula, o(N, £) is an expression which
vanishes as N f oo and then i f oo and comes from the one block estimate.
By the entropy inequality, the main term on the right hand side of the
previous expression is bounded above by

x—U

(4.2)
for every 7 > 0. Since v^, ^ is a product measure, by Holder inequality, the
second term is less than or equal to
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As N f oo this expression converges t o
Co

7(2*+ 1)

/ ds I du log E^N
Jo

P(S U)

JT

'

By the large deviations for i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables and LaplaceVaradhan lemma, as i f oo, this expression converges to

^ fdstdu
7 Jo

JT

Ue-P(t,u)}2-ip{t,u)(e)\,

sup
0<E[O,I]

L

J

where Ia(-) is the large deviations rate functional given by

Ia(9) =

^

| ^

Since [9 — p(t, u)]2 is quadratic around p(t, u), it is not difficult to show that
there exists 70 > 0, depending only on the solution of the hydrodynamic
equation, such that
sup \l[d-p]2-Ip{d)\

<0

for all 7 < 70 and all p in the interval [infupo(^))Supupo(^)j- This proves
that the second term in (4.2) vanishes as N f 00 and then i f 00, provide
we choose 7 small enough.
Putting all previous estimates together, we obtain that

N-'H^t)

< Co tds1^Jo

7-W

+ o(N,i)

for 7 small enough. Theorem 4.1 follows now from Gronwall inequality.
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